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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.3.1.

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report AFT105 Forecast Violations has been created to show AFT Forecasts which are fully booked in the date range. The report also

checks forecasts to see if they could have fit more bookings but cannot because it is fully booked.

2. Multiple Bookings in SAM have been updated with the ability to specify the Project for a booking. This functionality is used with the Advanced
Forecasting Tool (AFT). For more information about AFT please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk.

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF316 Workflow KPI Detail has been updated to improve performance.

2. The Cleaning History page in SAM has been updated to improve performance.

3. Generating the Cleaning Roster in SAM has been updated to ensure users select a camp from the drop down list.

4. Workforce Report SRF255 Automated Booking Status has been updated to allow a compact mode for QTS integrated bookings. [#25078]

5. Workforce Reports SRF179 Transport Details and SRF203 Transport Loading have been updated to include the shift status for the day. Please
note, when the transport is an OUT direction, the shift status is shown for the previous night. [#25307]

6. Workforce Report SRF194 Transport Manifest by Location has been updated to allow raw data to be included as well as the standard grouped
template. [#24731]

7. Workforce Kiosk has been updated to prioritise trips closer to the current day when syncing. This assists with ensuring the closest trips are the
most up to date. [#25156]

8. The definition of a Project has been updated to exclude “No Project” as an option for the Project Group membership. This functionality is used
with the Advanced Forecasting Tool (AFT). For more information about AFT please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk. [#24795]

9. Workforce Report SRF314 ACA Cleaning Notes has been updated to include the Clean Type.

10. Workforce Report SRF306 Nightly Run Audit has been updated to include the date a Split Booking is fixed. Note split bookings remain on the
report for up to 7 days after the first night of the first room booking in the split. [#25093]

11. SAM Reports | Transport | Itinerary | By Person Accom & Transport has been updated to allow running for multiple people. [#25048]

12. Workforce Report SRF325 Accommodation Pending Workflow Requests has been updated to allow ALL Workflow documents which can
impact on accommodation requirements. [#24604]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where a split booking could be resolved even though only 1 room was allowed to be optimised. [#25225]

2. Fixed an issue where updating Transport Times via the Schedule page was not updating existing bookings correctly.

3. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report AFT103 Camp Manday Forecasting where an error would occur when selecting more than 10
Departments.

4. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy where a timeout error could occur when running for a long date range.

5. Fixed an issue where attachments added by a Requestor to a Folio document may not be available to approvers. [#25301]
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6. Fixed an issue where manually generating cleans for all camps was not checking the logged in users camp permissions.

7. Fixed an issue where updating Transport Times via the Schedule page was not updating bookings in the Workforce Kiosk App.

8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template where using /lxh and splitting the results would cause and
error.

9. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to complete a room swap if the booking was originally made via Event Management. [#25243]

10. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to reschedule a single sector to a multi-sector on the same day via the Folio document. [#25322]

11. Fixed an issue with the Folio where updating the dates on new bookings would fail to update the shift status meaning the document could not be
processed. [#25302]

12. Fixed an issue where the User Timezone for Workforce Reporting Users could be incorrectly displayed when editing an existing user. Please note,
the default timezone is the same as the server which matches the primary timezone for the client.

13. Fixed an issue where Night Audit Finalise Complete could fail to deactivate a profile even though it had a completion date and no future
bookings. [#25188]

14. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF311 Room Listing where the Total Vacant calculation was not consistent with Workforce Report
SRF295 Vacant Rooms. [#25089]

15. Fixed an issue where changing a booking was not causing cleaning to be re-evaluated. This resulted in clean types for today or tomorrow to be in
correct, for example where an onsite clean existed but needed to be an offsite clean due to the change in the booking.
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